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ABSTRACT
Automated network control and management has been a long standing target of network protocols. We address in this paper the question of automated protocol design, where distributed networked
nodes have to cooperate to achieve a common goal without a priori knowledge on which information to exchange or the network
topology. While reinforcement learning has often been proposed
for this task, we propose here to apply recent methods from semisupervised deep neural networks which are focused on graphs. Our
main contribution is an approach for applying graph-based deep
learning on distributed routing protocols via a novel neural network architecture named Graph-Query Neural Network. We apply
our approach to the tasks of shortest path and max-min routing.
We evaluate the learned protocols in cold-start and also in case
of topology changes. Numerical results show that our approach is
able to automatically develop efficient routing protocols for those
two use-cases with accuracies larger than 95 %. We also show that
specific properties of network protocols, such as resilience to packet
loss, can be explicitly included in the learned protocol.
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INTRODUCTION

The current improvements in computational power in packet processing devices and the ability to instrument always more measurements about network performance and behavior have resulted
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in the emergence of a new paradigm in networking, namely datadriven networks and data-driven protocols [6, 12]. This new paradigm
aims at bringing lessons learned from measurements and data in
protocol behavior and design. A concrete application is the concept
of self-driving network proposed by Feamster and Rexford [6], where
network control is tightly coupled with measurements and performance objectives. In this context, machine learning has often been
proposed and applied to various tasks such as routing [3, 25, 28],
computing resource management [16] or packet scheduling [4].
We propose in this paper to investigate the question of automatic network protocol design using recent methods from semisupervised deep learning. Our contribution is a novel approach
for training a network of independent agents such that they cooperatively exchange information and solve a common goal in a
fully distributed manner without central control. We address more
specifically the question of distributed routing protocols. From a network protocol perspective, the routing agents should autonomously
develop a network protocol akin to RIP or OSPF, i.e. exchange topology information and perform local path computations based on
the exchanged information. Traditional properties from routing
protocols are also considered, namely handling topology changes
and packet losses.
Our approach is based on a novel extension of Graph Neural
Network (GNN) [10, 21], which we name here Graph-Query Neural Network (GQNN). GNNs are neural network architectures able
to process graphs as input using the concept of message passing
between nodes in the graph. We evaluate our approach on various
topologies from real networks [13] and show that our approach
leads to the creation of communication protocols able to exchange
data about topology information as well as topology changes. Using
two different path calculation strategies – namely shortest path
routing and max-min fair routing – we show that various routing
objectives can be achieved using the same neural network architecture. The results of our approach are also compared against bounds
on information propagation in topologies and we show that the
routing protocols are efficient in term of number of iterations necessary to reach convergence. We also demonstrate that resilience
to packet loss can be explicitly trained for.
This work is structured as follows. We describe in Sections 2
and 3 our modeling approach and the neural network architecture,
with an introduction on Graph Neural Networks and Graph Gated
Neural Networks, followed by the application of those concepts to
network topologies and distributed routing protocols. We numerically evaluate our approach in Section 4 with the evaluation on
real network topologies. In Section 5, we present similar research
studies. Finally, Section 6 concludes our work.
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NEURAL NETWORKS FOR GRAPHS

The main intuition behind our approach is to map network topologies to graphs, with nodes representing routers and additional
nodes for each physical interface of the router. Those graph representations are then used as input for a neural network architecture
able to process general graphs. The transformation from a network
topology to its graph representation is presented in Section 3.
In this section, we detail the neural network architecture used
for learning on graphs, namely the family of architectures based
on Graph Neural Networks [10, 21], and introduce a new extension
of this architecture.
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph with nodes v ∈ V and
edges e ∈ E. Let iv and ov represent respectively the input features
and target values of node v. The concept behind Graph Neural
Networks is called message passing, where hidden representations of
nodes are based on the hidden representations of their neighboring
nodes. Those hidden representations are propagated through the
graph using multiple iterations until a fixed point is found. The
final hidden representation is then used for predicting properties
about nodes. This concept can be expressed as:
n
o
(t )
(t −1)
hv = f hu
u ∈ Nbr(v)
(1)


(t →∞)
ov = д hv
(2)
(t =0)
hv

= init (iv )

(3)

(t )

with hv representing the hidden representation of node v at time
t, f (·) a function which aggregates the different hidden representations, Nbr(v) the set of neighboring nodes of v, д(·) a function for
transforming the final hidden representation to the target values,
and init(·) a function for initializing the hidden representations
based on the input features.
The concrete implementations of the f (·) and д(·) functions are
feed-forward neural networks, with the special case that f (·) in
Equation (1) is the sum of per-edge terms (as recommended by [21])
such that:
n
o


Õ
(t )
(t −1)
(t −1)
hv = f hNbr(v) =
f ∗ hu
(4)
f ∗ (·)

u ∈Nbr(v)

2.1.1 Gated Graph Neural Network. In order to improve the
training of Graph Neural Networks, Li et al. proposed Gated Graph
Neural Networks (GG-NNs) in [14]. This extension implements the
function f (·) using a memory unit called Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU) [5] and unrolls Equation (1) for a fixed number of iterations.
Formally, the propagation of the hidden representations among
neighboring nodes for one time-step is formulated as:
x(t ) = H(t −1) A + ba


z(t ) = σ Wz x (t ) + Uz H(t −1) + bz


r(t ) = σ Wr x (t ) + Ur H(t −1) + br




e(t ) = tanh Wx (t ) + U r(t ) ⊙ H(t −1) + b
H


(t )
e(t )
H(t ) = 1 − z(t ) ⊙ H(t −1) + zv ⊙ H

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

where σ (x) = 1/(1+e −x ) is the logistic sigmoid function and ⊙ is the
element-wise matrix multiplication. {Wz , Wr , W} and {Uz , Ur , U}
are trainable weight matrices, and {ba , br , bz , b} are trainable bias
vectors. A ∈ R |V |×|V | is the graph adjacency matrix, determining
how nodes in the graph G communicate with each other.
2.1.2 Edge attention. A recent advance in neural networks has
been the concept of attention, which provides the ability to a neural
network to focus on a subset of its inputs. This mechanism has
been used in a variety of applications such as computer vision or
natural language processing (eg. [26]). For the scope of GNNs, we
introduce here so-called edge attention, namely we wish to give the
ability to each node to focus only on a subset of its neighborhood.
(t )
Formally, let a (v,u) ∈ [0, 1] be the attention between node v and u.
Equation (4) is then extended as:


Õ
(t )
(t )
(t −1)
hv =
a (v,u) · f ∗ hu
(10)
(t )
a(v,u)



(t −1) (t −1)
= f A hv , hu
u ∈Nbr(v)

(11)

(t )

To make the computation of a (v,u) for all edges more efficient, we
e(t ) defined as:
use the modified adjacency matrix A

with
a feed-forward neural network. For init(·), the initial
node features are used and zero-padded to fit the dimensions of the
hidden representations.
In [10, 21], training the neural network architecture, namely the
parameters of f (·), д(·) and h(·), is done via the Almeida-Pineda
algorithm [2, 20] which works by running the propagation of the
hidden representation to convergence, and then computing gradients based upon the converged solution.

with f A1 (·) and f A2 (·) feed-forward neural networks. Similar concepts of edge attention have already been proposed in the literature
with various implementations (eg. [11, 27]).

2.1

3

Extensions of Graph Neural Networks

Various extensions of GNNs have been proposed in the literature in
recent years in order to improve accuracy and applicability. Those
extensions build on the principle of message passing with more
recent development from deep learning. We give here an overview
over the extensions which were used for the final architecture used
in this paper. For easier notation, we define
H(t ) as the
h
i vector of all
(t )

(t )

hidden representations at iteration t: h1 · · · h | V | .



T


e(t ) = A ⊙ σ f A H(t ) ⊙ f A H(t )
A
1
2

(12)

APPLICATION TO ROUTING

We describe in this section the application of the graph-based deep
learning architectures presented in Section 2 to the task of distributed routing protocols. We are interested in training neural
networks on two important aspects of those network protocols.
The first one is the network protocol itself, namely how to distribute topology information among different nodes, and the second
one is how to compute routes given a topology and link weights.
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3.1

Graph representation

applies the following procedure on each of its interface nodes:

For the first aspect, we wish to train routing agents such that they
autonomously exchange data about a given topology without explicitly specifying which information about the topology to transmit.
Based on this exchanged information, the routing agent can populate routing tables. In comparison to traditional distributed routing
protocols, we essentially wish to train neural networks to transmit information akin to link-state updates (as used in OSPF for
example) or router distances (as used in RIP for example). As for
standard routing protocols, the learned protocol should also deal
with changes in the topology (i.e. link failure, node addition).
The main intuition behind the input feature modeling is to use
the topology as input graph G, with additional nodes representing
the network interfaces as illustrated in Figures 1a and 1b. In order
to enforce communication between nodes according to the physical
network topology, no additional edge is added to the graph. As
for traditional routing protocols, each router in the topology is
assigned an integer identifier, noted Ri . Nodes representing routers
in the graph use this identifier encoded as a one-hot vector for
their initial representation iv . Nodes representing interfaces use a
weight parameter (eg. based on the link bandwidth) for iv .

Destination

Router
Router

(a)

Interface

Active nodes

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: (a) Example network topology. (b) Its associated
graph used for training. (c) The output feature of the interfaces according to a selected destination.
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Graph Query Neural Networks

We are interested in this section in the local computation of the
routing table based on the topology information which was distributed by the different nodes in the graph. Given a destination
router identifier Rd , each router must locally decide which output
interface should be used. Based on the graph representation from
the previous section and a given algorithm for path calculation,
this is modeled by labeling the interfaces with oi = [1] if they are
used for transmitting packets to router Rd , and [0] otherwise, as
illustrated in Figure 1c.
In order to build a routing protocol with local path computation, we introduce here a new extension to GNNs, called Graph
Query Neural Network (GQNN). The neural network architecture is
(t )
illustrated in Figure 2. The hidden node representations hv correspond to the messages which are transfered between nodes. Once
the message passing is finished, each node in the graph has a lo(T )
cal representation of the network topology hv . For determining
which interface to use for a given destination router Rd , each router

qd = Q (Rd )


(T )
ov = д qd ⊙ hv

query vector computation

(13)

output label as in Equation (2)

(14)

with Q(·) and д(·) feed-forward neural networks.
Distributed message passing
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Figure 2: Overview of the Graph Query Neural Network architecture used in this paper

3.3

Learned routing strategies

For the scope of this paper, we evaluate two algorithms for route
calculation: shortest path and max-min routing.
In the case of shortest path routing, the neural network is trained
against path calculations based on Dijkstra’s algorithm, where each
link is associated with a weight. In case multiple shortest paths are
available, we need to discriminate between them in order to have
stable routing strategies for easier training of the neural network.
This is performed by using the router identifiers as discriminant
between paths.
In the case of max-min fair routing [18], we aim at maximizing
the minimum allocated bandwidth between all possible sourcedestination pairs in the network. Such routing strategy should lead
to network topologies with less link overload than shortest path
routing. For our evaluations, we assign an equal demand for all possible source-destination pairs. The route computation is done using
linear programing. As for shortest path routing, we also give priority to paths which minimize the identifiers of the traversed routers.
This is performed by defining multiple objectives and solving them
in a hierarchical way.

3.4

Packet losses and topology changes

An important requirement of routing protocols is the ability to cope
with packet losses and dynamic topology changes. In the case of
packet losses, various strategies have been used in existing routing
protocols: either leverage transport protocols (e.g. BGP over TCP),
or design an own transport layer (e.g. OSPF). For this paper, we are
interested in designing network protocols which do not leverage
other transport protocol functionalities.
In order to train the neural network to handle packets loss, the
adjacency matrix A is randomly modified during training such
that some edges are temporarily disabled according to a Bernoulli
distribution with parameter p. We implemented this by using a
dropout layer [23] in the neural network architecture without the
traditional normalization factor used in standard dropout:
Â(t ) = r(t) ⊙ A

with r(t) ∼ Bernoulli(p), ∀t ∈ [0,T ]

(15)
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3.5

=

(t =0)
hv, G
2

Implementation in routers

NUMERICAL EVALUATION

We evaluate in this section the approach presented in Sections 2
and 3 on real network topologies from the Internet Topology Zoo [13],
which is a collection of topologies from Internet providers around
the world. We selected topologies such that the number of nodes is
limited to 20 and the maximum hop count between any two nodes
in the network is less than 10.
In order to generate more topologies for training our neural
network, each topology is modified by either randomly adding a
router and connecting it randomly to other routers, or randomly
deleting one router in the topology. Router identifiers are randomly
assigned to the routers as described in Section 3. Random router
failure or addition are generated as described in Section 3. This
resulted in a dataset with 40 000 graphs in total.
The two routing algorithms presented in Section 3.3 are then
applied on each generated topology to build the datasets used for
this evaluation.

4.1

Implementation

The GG-NN architecture presented in Sections 2 and 3.2 was implemented using Tensorflow [1] and trained using Nvidia GPUs.
Additional dropout layers [23] were added according to standard
practices for neural network and recurrent neural networks [22] in
order to avoid over-fitting. Hidden node representations were chosen with a size of 160. The same parameters were used for training
the neural network for both routing use-cases.

4.2

1.00

Accuracy

We evaluate in Figure 3 the accuracy of the computed routes according to the two use-cases and routing phases. For a given topology,
we define the accuracy as 1 if the route for a given destination is
correct for all routers in the topology, and 0 otherwise. The learned
protocol is better able to predict shortest path routing, where a perfect accuracy is reached for than 50 % of the evaluated topologies.

Warm start

Routing type
Max-min

0.75

Shortest path

0.50
0.25
0.00
0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

Average accuracy after fixed number of iterations

(16)

Regarding implementation of the resulting network protocol in real
routers, each router has an internal subgraph, with one central node
representing the router connected to multiple nodes representing
its interfaces. Each router then periodically broadcasts its hidden
interface representations to its neighboring routers, and recomputes
its routing table based on the received messages.

4

Cold start

Figure 3: Overview over the accuracy of the predicted routes

4.3

Convergence time

In order to assess the convergence time of the developed protocols,
we first evaluate the accuracy of the routing at different iterations of
the fixed point evaluation presented in Equation (1) in cold-start and
warm-start phases. The numerical results are presented in Figure 4.
In case of topology changes (ie. warm start), better accuracies are
reached faster as routes only need partial reconfiguration. This
shows that the protocol is indeed able to efficiently cope with and
react to topology changes.
Max-min

Shortest path

1.0

Average accuracy

∀v ∈ {V1 ∩ V2 } ,

(t =T )
hv, G
1

In average, accuracies of 98 %, respectively 95 %, could be reached
for shortest path routing, respectively min-max routing.

Cumulative distribution

Since routing protocols are designed to run continuously and
handle topology changes, we define here two phases of the protocol:
cold-start when the routing protocol is first initialized on the active
routers, and warm-start when a node fails or a new node joins a
network where the routing protocol already ran for some iterations. More formally, we define graphs pairs {G1 = (V1 , E1 ), G2 =
(V2 , E2 )} such that some routers are added or removed between
G1 and G2 . The neural network is first trained on G1 , and the final
hidden representations from this first phase are then reused as
initial hidden representations for the second training phase on G2
for the nodes which did not change between G1 and G2 :

0.8

Phase

0.6

Cold start
Warm start

0.4
0

5

10

15

0

5

10

15

Number of iterations of the algorithm

Figure 4: Accuracy according to the iterations of the protocols. Areas indicate the 25 and 75 percentile.
We then evaluate the developed protocols against minimum
bounds of the number of iterations required to achieve convergence
in the computed routes. According to the message passing principles
described in Section 2, each node broadcasts learned information
at each iteration of the routing protocol to its neighbors. In order
to achieve a correct computation of the routes, each node needs to
have received at least some piece of information from all the other
nodes in the topology. Hence, the minimum number of iterations
corresponds to the diameter d of the graph of the network topology.
We call this minimum bound the one-way bound. In case any pair
of nodes in the topology needs to have exchanged information in
both directions, the minimum number of iterations needed is 2d,
called here both-way bound.
We define TC as the iteration when convergence occurs, i.e. the
time when the computed routes for each node in the topology are
stable. Figure 5 compares TC against the two bounds previously
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Cold start

Theoretical protocol
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0.80
0.75
1.00

Explicit loss training

One-way

Warm start

Cumulative distribution

0.75

Routing type

Max-min
1.00

Unspecific loss training

defined, namely for each graph we compute TC − d and TC − 2d.
Negative values indicate that the learned protocol converged faster
than the theoretical bound.

Average accuracy after fixed number of iterations
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Network-wide packet loss probability

0.00
-10

0

Figure 5: Evaluation of cold-start and warm-start convergence time of the learned protocols against theoretical
bounds. Negative values indicate fast convergence.

4.4

Resilience to packet loss

We described in Section 3.4 that a crucial property of routing protocol is resilience to packets loss. Figure 6 illustrates the accuracy
of the protocols in case of different packet loss probabilities in the
network. We also compare in Figure 6 two different variants for
training the neural network, namely explicit or unspecific training
for handling packet loss. Both variants of the protocol are run for
the same number of iterations. Explicit training for packet loss was
done by using a dropout layer as described in Equation (15).
We notice a clear difference between the two training variants.
By explicitly training for packet loss, the learned protocol is able to
reach better accuracy in case of packet loss.

4.5
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1
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3
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2
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confidence
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Number of iterations of the algorithm

Figure 7: Visualization of the protocol evolution on a small
network topology. Each network interface is queried for
node 5. Node 6 is first offline and started at iteration 20.

Visualization

In order to better understand the working of the generated routing
protocol, we propose in this section to visualize information propagation in a topology. Figure 7 illustrates the accuracy of a given
route on a small topology at different iterations of the protocol.
Such visualization can be used to determine protocol convergence
for the different interfaces in the network.

5

Figure 6: Accuracy of the protocols in case of packet loss in
the network with explicit or unspecific training for packet
loss. Areas indicate the 25 and 75 percentile.

Network interface

-20

Convergence difference vs. theoretical protocol

RELATED WORK

The question of distributed routing protocols based on machine
learning has already attracted various researchers. Early work on
this topic include Q-Routing from Boyan and Littman [3], COllective
INtelligence (COIN) from Wolpert et al. [28], or distributed Gradient
Ascent Policy Search (GAPS) from Peshkin and Savova [19]. Their
general approach is to use multi-agent reinforcement learning in
combination with a network-wide utility function. More recently,
Valadarsky et al. [25] also proposed to use reinforcement learning,
with the goal of using past traffic matrices in order to guide route calculations. Compared to those works, we use here semi-supervised

learning in order to more easily specify the routing policy which is
expected. Previous work also often predetermined or constrained
the specification and format of the communication, whereas our
approach leaves the content or format of the exchanged information as a parameter to be learned. Our work also evaluates key
aspects of routing protocols, namely resilience against packet loss
and inclusion of network dynamics.
A supervised learning approach was recently proposed by Mao
et al. [15] using Supervised Deep Belief Architectures, with a focus
on speed of route computation. Compared to their approach, our
method can be applied to a wider range of network topologies since
it is independent of the underlying structure of the topology.
The challenge of training agents to communicate and realize a
common goal has attracted work in other domains. Foerster et al. [7]
applied Deep Distributed Recurrent Q-Networks (DDRQN) for solving
logic riddles. Sukhbaatar et al. [24] proposed a deep neural network
architecture called CommNet for developing communication between agents on the task of multi-turn games, traffic junction or
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logic riddles. In both approaches, no constraint on communication
structure is enforced as a broadcast channel is used.
Neural networks for graphs have recently attracted a larger interest, and are generally based on the concept of message passing
presented in Section 2. In the context of communication networks,
they have successfully been applied to performance evaluation of
TCP flows in [8]. The model presented here is based on [8] with
novel extensions for edge attention, query as presented in Section 3.2, and support training for topology changes. They have also
been used in a variety of other domains such as basic logical reasoning tasks and program verification [14], semantic role labeling in
natural language processing [17], prediction of chemical properties
of molecules [9]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
applying GNNs to distributed routing protocols.

6

CONCLUSION

We contributed in this paper a novel approach for automatic network protocol design using graph-based deep learning. Our method
is based on an extension of Graph Neural Networks called Graph
Query Neural Network and a mapping from network topologies to
graphs with special nodes representing network interfaces.
We applied our approach to distributed routing protocols, where
routing nodes need to exchange information about the network
topology in order to reach efficient routes without specifying which
information to exchange. Shortest path and max-min routing were
evaluated as routing strategies. In our numerical evaluation, we
showed that our approach is able to reach good accuracies. We
illustrated that specific properties of network protocols such as
resilience to packet loss can be explicitly included in the learned
protocols by training the neural network with appropriate dropout.
As our approach is not specific to routing protocols, future work
may include evaluations and extensions of our approach to other
network protocols and applications.
Acknowledgments This work was supported by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (grant 16KIS0538, project DecADe), by
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